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SYNCHRONIZATION OF DATA BETWEEN SYSTEMS

This invention relates to the field of synchronization of data between systems. In particular,

the invention relates to use of REST (Representational State Transfer) resources to

synchronize data between systems.

A common application integration scenario is the synchronization of data from one system to

another, or the propagation of business objects from one system to another. The usual issues

with integration are protocol adaptation and data schema transformation.

A further problem, that is usually dealt with at the application or mediation level, is primary

key mapping between data stored in one system and the other i.e. How the data is known

and indexed between systems. The usual mechanism for addressing this is for one system

(the slave) to have data stored with a foreign key, and this foreign key is the primary key on

the other system (the master).

Typically, an integration requires either some external key mapping technology to map

between primary keys on each system, or the slave system is directly addressable using the

foreign key. However, in the latter case, the slave system will not have that foreign key

when a record is originating in it and is to be propagated to the master, so a further update of

the original record on the slave is required after it has been created on the master to tie these

two keys together at the slave.

The vagaries of these different approaches, at the protocol, formatting and key mapping

levels, all lead to complex integration processes that understand these specifics and encode

the necessary approach in the mediation between the systems based on knowledge of these

systems. This leads to system specific integration logic, or very complex general purpose

integration logic.

Coupling this problem with integrating systems that may reside on-premise, in a public, or

private cloud, and the integration specifics become even more difficult.



A user would like to simply link two systems together, regardless of which types they are,

and have data flow from one to the other with a standard, well understood behaviour, and

little or no mediation logic between them.

Therefore, there is a need in the art to address the aforementioned problem.

According to first aspect of the present invention there is provided a system for

synchronization of data between systems, comprising: a first data system being modelled as

a collection of REST resources; a second data system being modelled as a collection of

REST resources; an event propagation framework for integration of data between the first

and second data systems for events about data changes in the data systems, including: an

adaptation layer in the form of an HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) facade to represent

REST resources, wherein the adaptation layer includes components representing: a provider

of access to data resources in a data system; and an initiator of events about data changes in

a data system.

According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided a method for

synchronization of data between systems in which a first data system being modelled as a

collection of REST resources and a second data system being modelled as a collection of

REST resources; the method comprising: providing an event propagation framework for

integration of data between the first and second data systems for events about data changes

in the data systems, including: providing an adaptation layer in the form of an HTTP

(Hypertext Transfer Protocol) facade to represent REST resources, wherein the adaptation

layer represents: a provider of access to data resources in a data system; and an initiator of

events about data changes in a data system.

According to a third aspect of the present invention there is provided a computer program

stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the internal memory of a digital

computer, comprising software code portions, when said program is run on a computer, for

performing the method of the second aspect of the present invention.



The subject matter regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly

claimed in the concluding portion of the specification. The invention, both as to

organization and method of operation, together with objects, features, and advantages

thereof, may best be understood by reference to the following detailed description when read

with the accompanying drawings in which:

Figures 1A to 1C are schematic flow diagrams of adaptation layer components of a data

synchronization system in accordance with the present invention;

Figures 2A to 2C are schematic flow diagrams showing adaptation layer component

operations in accordance with the present invention;

Figures 3A to 3D are schematic flow diagrams of provider adaptation layer component

operations in accordance with the present invention;

Figures 4A to 4C are schematic flow diagrams of integrated initiator and provider adaptation

layer components in accordance with the present invention;

Figures 5A and 5B are block diagrams of two embodiments of a data synchronization system

in accordance with the present invention; and

Figure 6 is a block diagram of a computer system in which the present invention may be

implemented.

It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements shown in the

figures have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of

the elements may be exaggerated relative to other elements for clarity. Further, where

considered appropriate, reference numbers may be repeated among the figures to indicate

corresponding or analogous features.

In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to

provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However, it will be understood by those



skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details.

In other instances, well-known methods, procedures, and components have not been

described in detail so as not to obscure the present invention.

REST is a well understood paradigm and design point for modelling resources using HTTP

(Hypertext Transfer Protocol) as a protocol for interacting with those resources. Each

resource is represented by a URL (Uniform Resource Locator), and the standard four verbs

available via HTTP provide a means of creating, reading, updating and deleting (CRUD

operations) these resources via POST, GET, PUT and DELETE respectively.

The described method and system apply the REST principal to business data and extend the

notion to events about data changes in a system (and not just about the explicit manipulation

of data in a system) to provide a hybrid data and messaging system to simplify integration

and propagation of data between systems. This is achieved by providing a common syntax

and semantics to resources in separate systems, and providing a canonical means of

addressing resources. This results in a trivial integration process in the most optimal

scenarios, and a much simpler integration in more complex scenarios.

The described method and system are particularly suited to hybrid cloud integration

scenarios, where the execution of this could be distributed across these topologies in a

deployment agnostic way.

Firstly, each system is modelled as a RESTful collection of resources to represent the

particular data objects that are to be integrated. So, for example, if customer records are of

interest in a database, then these are exposed as a set of REST resources. The identifying

part of the URL for each resource is the key of that record. If the database is the Master

repository in the integration relationship, then the key is the Primary Key (PK). If it were

the Slave, it would be the Foreign Key (FK).

Secondly, this is achieved by providing an adaptation layer to act as the HTTP facade to

represent these REST resources. The adaptation layer is created for the particular data



schema of the data in question. The adaptation layer is, itself, a REST resource that can be

created by POSTing the schema to describe the data it is to represent.

Thirdly, the creation of an adaptation layer is achieved by exposing the metadata about the

system data as REST resources, that are exposed through a base metadata adaptation layer

(created with the schema for metadata representation e.g.,. XML (extensible Markup

Language) Schema - xml.xsd). An additional property may be set on the creation of an

adaptation layer to specify the field in the schema that is to be used as the key identifier for

the resource. Without specifying this, the natural PK would be used, otherwise the specified

FK is used.

Using the above there is provided a means of retrieving metadata in a standard form, over a

standard protocol, to describe the available types of resource, and a means of then creating

and accessing these resource instances.

The notion of "initiator" and "provider" adaptation layer components are introduced as

particular roles that the adaptation layer is created to satisfy. A provider adaptation layer

component is created to provide access to data resources in the system it is for, in a standard

way. It consists of an HTTP listener that receives GET/PUT/POST/DELETE requests for

particular URLs and then performs the appropriate actions on the actual system in the native

protocol to create, read, update and delete data objects. The identity part of the URL is the

key by which the resource is being addressed.

An initiator adaptation layer component is created to emit events that correspond to changes

in data in the owning system, using the same HTTP REST semantics. However, the

semantics will be applied based on the context of whether this initiating system is the master

or slave in the relationship.

If the initiating system is the master, when a record is created, the record's primary key

(which is the identifying part of the URL scheme for the resource) is already known when

the event is propagated to the adaptation layer. Therefore, the adaptation layer knows that a



resource has been created at a known URL. The semantics of REST are that this maps to a

PUT issued to that known URL.

However, if the initiating system were the slave, the record's foreign key (which is being

used as the identifying part of the URL scheme in this instance) is blank because this must

be supplied by the master system. The semantics of this in REST is that a resource is being

created at an unknown URL, and it is the responsibility of the target system to identify the

resource when created - this maps to a POST to the URL of a collection. More simply, a

retrieve or delete operation will directly map to the GET or DELETE verbs to specific

URLs.

Finally, a means of "hooking" these adaptation layer components together is provided by an

additional property of the adaptation layer resource itself. When a provider adaptation layer

is created, a URL to the collection it represents is returned as the state of the adaptation layer

resource. When creating an initiator adaptation layer, no such URL is provided for obvious

reasons. However, a property to denote a "destination" for an initiator adaptation layer can

be set to indicate where these emitted HTTP verbs should be targeted to. The URL of the

provider adaptation layer's collection address can be set as the destination of the initiator

adaptation layer. Hence, when a data change event occurs on the originating system, this has

the result of a corresponding copy of the REST resource represented is "mirrored" to the

destination collection.

For scenarios where the data schema for the resources are the same on both sides - all

protocol and operational semantics are automatically dealt with. However, for scenarios

involving different schema, an additional intermediary adaptation layer component can be

inserted that represents a mapping. This intermediary component is created by specifying

the schema for the map (e.g. XSLT (extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations), and

presents a URL to represent a "virtualized" collection of resources on one side, and a

destination to the real resource collection being virtualized on the other side. The three

forms of adaptation layer can then be streamed together, and the HTTP messages and

operations cascade automatically from the originating system to the target system.



A further embodiment of the described system allows for multiple destinations on an

initiating or intermediary adaptation layer component to facilitate multicasting of these

events.

Finally, in the situations where a slave system is the initiating adaptation layer component,

and a record is created in that system, the resultant PK created by the master (provider)

adaptation layer must be propagated back. REST stipulates that state is returned after the

operation - so this updated state will naturally propagate back in the HTTP response message

of the initiator adaptation layer component. The adaptation layer then performs a subsequent

update operation on the system to reflect this update to PK as FK into the record.

A purpose of the adaptation layer is to provide encapsulation of communication/session

management details for a resource (requester or provider) endpoint, including:

Simplified and common management model for all connectivity resources; and

Provide isolation of adaptation layer integrations from actual changes in

endpoint/connectivity details.

A further purpose is to provide a common interface to simplify integrations using the well

understood REST protocol and operational semantics to manipulate a resource exposed by

the adaptation layer.

The concept of pipes is introduced which encapsulate the relationship between at least two

adaptation layer components and optionally a mediation in order to flow data from one

adaptation layer component to another.

The following terminology is used in the description given below.

Adaptation layer component roles - Initiator, Provider and Intermediary:

Initiator initiates an integration by propagating an initial message into SL;



Provider is used as a target for messages in an integration ;

Intermediary acts as a forwarding proxy. Can act as an Initiator and Provider.

Adaptation layer component Status:

Read-only entry aspect giving status details of the adaptation layer component instance;

Includes the URL for where messages should be sent to that adaptation layer component (the

Req.in endpoint URL).

Adaptation layer component Destination:

Destination entry encapsulates where messages should be forwarded on to (Req.out URL) by

the adaptation layer component after receipt on the Req.in URL.

Adaptation layer component Type:

The logical grouping of resources provided by a common provider (e.g. SaaS service,

database, file, etc).

Adaptation layer component Instance:

An instantiation of an Adaptation layer component that exposes a RESTful endpoint for a

particular resource on its Req.in URL and maps this to the appropriate interactions with the

resource, and potentially forwarding on to any Destination endpoints.

Pipe:

An integration between at least two Adaptation layer components, with an optional

mediation between them;



The Pipe is a recording of this relationship.

Resource:

The thing being manipulated behind the adaptation layer component - an object in a

database, a spreadsheet, business object in a service, etc.

Referring to Figure 1A, a block diagram shows a system 110 for a provider adaptation layer.

An adaptation layer component 101A acting as a provider is provided in the form of an

HTTP server which exposes REST resources over HTTP. The adaptation layer component

101A acting as a provider includes an HTTP listener for receiving operation requests for

particular URLs.

A resource modelling component 102 in the form of an application type plugin models

application resources 103 as REST resources.

An operation on a URL 112 may be received by the adaptation layer component 101A acting

as a provider. The adaptation layer component 101A sends the URL path information 113 to

the resource modelling component 102 which sends an operation event with optional key

114 to the relevant application resource 103A .

Referring to Figure IB, a block diagram shows a system 120 for an initiator adaptation layer.

An adaptation layer component 10 IB acting as an initiator is provided in the form of an

HTTP server which exposes REST resources over HTTP.

An event modelling component 104 in the form of an application type plugin models

application resource 103 events as REST resource operations.

An operation event with optional key 111 is generated by an application resource 103B and

sent to the event modelling component 104 which provides the operation on URL 112 to the

adaptation layer component 10 IB acting as an initiator.



Referring to Figure 1C, a block diagram shows a system 130 with integrated initiator and

provider adaptation layer. An adaptation layer component 101 is provided in the form of an

HTTP server acting as an initiator and a provider.

An application resource 103B may generate an operation event with optional key 111 and

sends it to the event modelling component 104 which provides the operation on URL 112 to

the adaptation layer component 101. The adaptation layer component 101 sends the URL

path information 113 to the resource modelling component 102 which sends an operation

event with optional key 114 to the application resource 103A.

In the following examples, the adaptation layer is referred to as "Touchpoint" and this name

is used in example URLs.

Referring to Figure 2A, a method of adaptation layer component creation 200 is shown.

A POST operation 201 is provided for POST {Schema = xxx, Role = "Initiator | Provider"}.

An adaptation layer collection URL 202 is provided, for example:

http ://touchpoints .com/TPs/AppType 1/ .

An adaptation layer resource URL 204 is created 203, for example,

http://touchpoints.com/TPs/AppTypel/TPl/ with Properties: Resource Type Schema; and

Role: "Initiator | Provider".

Referring to Figure 2B, a method of adaptation layer component creation for a provider role

210 is shown.

A POST operation 2 11 is provided for POST {Schema = Customer.xsd, Role = "Provider"}.

An adaptation layer collection URL 212 is provided, for example:

http ://touchpoints .com/TPs/AppType 1/ .

An adaptation layer resource URL 214 is created 213, for example,

http://touchpoints.com/TPs/AppTypel/TPl/ with Properties: Resource Type =



"Customer.xsd"; Role: "Provider";

Status=http ://touchpoints.com/TPs/AppType 1/TP 1/status.

The adaptation layer resource URL 214 contains 215 an adaptation layer resource status

URL 216, for example, http://touchpoints.com/TPs/AppTypel/TPl/status, with Properties:

Request URL = http://touchpoints.com/requests/TPl.

Referring to Figure 2C, a method of adaptation layer component creation for an initiator role

220 is shown.

A POST operation 221 is provided for POST {Schema = Customer.xsd, Role = "Initiator"}.

An adaptation layer collection URL 222 is provided, for example:

http://touchpoints.com/TPs/AppType2/.

An adaptation layer resource URL 223 is created 224, for example,

http://touchpoints.com/TPs/AppType2/TP2/" with Properties: Resource Type =

"Customer.xsd"; Role: "Initiator";

Destination=http://touchpoints. com/TPs/AppType2/TP2/dest.

The adaptation layer resource URL 223 contains 225 an adaptation layer resource

destination URL 226, for example, http://touchpoints.com/TPs/AppType2/TP2/dest, with

Properties: Request URL = http://touchpoints.com/requests/TPl.

A POST operation 227 provided for {Request=http://touchpoints.com/requests/TPl} is

posted to the adaptation layer resource destination URL 226.

Referring to Figures 3A to 3D, flow diagrams show provider adaptation layer operations.

In Figure 3A, a flow diagram 300 shows a provider GET operation 301, for example, GET

http://touchpoints.com/reqs/TPl/1234, to an adaptation layer request URL 302, for example,

http ://touchpoints.com/reqs/TP 1/ .



An application/protocol specific access is carried out 303 to application resource with key

"1234" 304. The application resource responds 305 with an application/protocol specific

resource state to the adaptation layer request URL 302 which returns 306 the resource state

representation.

In Figure 3B, a flow diagram 310 shows a provider DELETE operation 3 11, for example,

DELETE http://touchpoints.com/reqs/TPl/1234, to an adaptation request server URL 312,

for example, http://touchpoints.com/reqs/TPl/.

An application/protocol specific delete is carried out 313 to resource with key "1234" 314.

The application resource responds 315 with an application/protocol specific resource state to

the adaptation request server URL 312.

In Figure 3C, a flow diagram 320 shows a provider POST operation 321, for example, POST

http://touchpoints.com/reqs/TPl/ {Resource State Representation}, to an adaptation request

server URL 322, for example, http://touchpoints.com/reqs/TPl/.

An application/protocol specific creation of resource is carried out 323 to resource 324. The

application resource responds 325 with an application/protocol specific resource state to the

adaptation request server URL 322 which returns 326 the resource state representation, for

example, http://touchpoints.com/reqs/TPl/1234.

In Figure 3D, a flow diagram 330 shows a provider PUT operation 331 to create or update

and existing resource, for example, to PUT http://touchpoints.com/reqs/TPl/1234 {Resource

State Representation}, to an adaptation request server URL 332, for example,

http ://touchpoints.com/reqs/TP 1/ .

An application/protocol specific creation or update of resource with key 1234 is carried out

333 to resource 334. The application resource responds 335 with an application/protocol

specific resource state to the adaptation request server URL 332 which returns 336 the

resource state representation.



Referring to Figures 4A to 4C, flow diagrams 410, 420, 430 are shown of integrated initiator

and provider adaptation layer components.

In Figure 4A, a flow diagram 400 shows integrated initiator and provider components. An

event is created 4 11 of Customer 1234 at an application resource 403B referred to as

Application_2. An event modelling component 404 is provided for an application Type 2

with a Destination 406 of "Request: http://touchpoints.com/requests/TPl". A PUT operation

412 (for example, PUT http://touchpoints.com/requests/TPl/1234) is made from the event

modelling component 404 to an adaptation layer component acting as a provider and an

initiator 401.

The adaptation layer component 401 sends 413 Path information TP1/1234 to resource

modelling component 402 for an application Type 1 which has a Status 407 of "Request:

http://touchpoints.com/requests/TPl". A Create Customer 1234 operation 414 is carried out

at an application resource 403A referred to as Application l to create a record for Customer

1234.

Referring to Figure 4B, a flow diagram 410 shows integrated initiator and provider

components supporting Master to Slave integration.

The flow diagram is the same as in Figure 4A with the exception that the application

resource 423B which creates event 1234 4 11 is a Master with a private key of 1234. The

resource modelling component 402 creates or updates 424 Customer with foreign key 1234.

Application resource 423A is a Slave with Customer private key 0001 and foreign key 1234.

Referring to Figure 4C, a flow diagram 430 shows integrated initiator and provider

components supporting Slave to Master integration.

The flow diagram is the same as in Figure 4A with the exception that the application

resource 433B is a Slave with a Customer private key of 0001 and foreign key <null>. The

application resource 433B creates 431 an event of Customer 0001 with foreign key <null>.



A POST operation 412 is made by the event modeling component 404 to the adaptation layer

component 401.

The resource modelling component 402 creates or updates 434 a resource Customer.

Application resource 433A is a Master which allocates a Customer private key 1234.

A return path is provided from the Master application resource 433A to the Slave application

resource 433B. Creation of Customer 1234 is returned 435, 436, 437 via the resource

modelling component 402 to the adaptation layer component 401 and to the event modelling

component 404. The event modelling component 404 updates 438 Customer 0001 with

foreign key 1234 at the Slave application resource 433B.

In data propagation, (at least) one party must act as the Master - i.e. own the primary key

(PK) by which they will subsequently know the resource. The adaptation layer component

will use that primary key as the resource identity key.

The Slave must have a foreign key (FK) identified within its native schema, and this will be

the resource identity key in REST terms. The adaptation layer component will use that

foreign key as the resource identity key.

On an UPSERT event from its system, an initiator adaptation layer component should look

for a value for its resource identity key (this may be PK, or has been specified as FK for this

component):

If non-null, then this event is a PUT;

If null, then this event is a POST.

If a Master acts as initiator, it effectively always does a PUT /PK. As the PK is known, the

adaptation layer component can see this should be a PUT.



If a Slave acts as initiator, it does a POST, and will have to PUT an updated copy of its

source event afterwards to record the resource identity key:

There is the danger of a race condition occurring for Slave initiations, where the creation of a

record in the master results in a trigger event;

In this case, the use of foreign keys on both Master and Slave can remove the danger of

replication errors.

Referring to Figures 5A and 5b, example embodiments of the described system are shown.

In a first embodiment shown in Figure 5A, there is direct communication between resource

systems. In this example embodiment a system for synchronization 500 is shown between a

database 510 provided on a first computer system 501, wherein the database 510 is an

example embodiment of a master resource repository, and a spreadsheet 520 provided on a

second computer system 502, wherein the spreadsheet 520 is an example embodiment of a

slave resource repository. Adaptation layers 5 11, 521 reside on each of the first and second

computer systems 501, 502 and use an HTTP networking protocol for communication

between the adaptation layers 5 11, 521.

In the second embodiment shown in Figure 5B, a system 550 is shown with a database 560

provided on a first computer system 551, wherein the database 560 is an example

embodiment of a master resource repository, and a spreadsheet 570 provided on a second

computer system 552, wherein the spreadsheet 570 is an example embodiment of a slave

resource repository. A mapping intermediary component 580 is provided on a third

computer system 553 hosting adaptation layers 581, 582. In this embodiment, a native

protocol exchange is carried out between an adaptation layer 581, 582 and its respective

computer system 551, 552.

Referring to Figure 6, an exemplary system for implementing aspects of the invention

includes a data processing system 600 suitable for storing and/or executing program code

including at least one processor 601 coupled directly or indirectly to memory elements

through a bus system 603. The memory elements can include local memory employed



during actual execution of the program code, bulk storage, and cache memories which

provide temporary storage of at least some program code in order to reduce the number of

times code must be retrieved from bulk storage during execution.

The memory elements may include system memory 602 in the form of read only memory

(ROM) 604 and random access memory (RAM) 605. A basic input/output system (BIOS)

606 may be stored in ROM 604. System software 607 may be stored in RAM 605 including

operating system software 608. Software applications 610 may also be stored in RAM 605.

The system 600 may also include a primary storage means 6 11 such as a magnetic hard disk

drive and secondary storage means 612 such as a magnetic disc drive and an optical disc

drive. The drives and their associated computer-readable media provide non-volatile storage

of computer-executable instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the

system 600. Software applications may be stored on the primary and secondary storage

means 6 11, 612 as well as the system memory 602.

The computing system 600 may operate in a networked environment using logical

connections to one or more remote computers via a network adapter 616.

Input/output devices 613 can be coupled to the system either directly or through intervening

I/O controllers. A user may enter commands and information into the system 600 through

input devices such as a keyboard, pointing device, or other input devices (for example,

microphone, joy stick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like). Output devices may

include speakers, printers, etc. A display device 614 is also connected to system bus 603 via

an interface, such as video adapter 615.

A system for synchronization of data between systems may be provided as a service to a

customer over a network.

The invention can take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software

embodiment or an embodiment containing both hardware and software elements. In a



preferred embodiment, the invention is implemented in software, which includes but is not

limited to firmware, resident software, microcode, etc.

The invention can take the form of a computer program product accessible from a computer-

usable or computer-readable medium providing program code for use by or in connection

with a computer or any instruction execution system. For the purposes of this description, a

computer usable or computer readable medium can be any apparatus that can contain, store,

communicate, propagate, or transport the program for use by or in connection with the

instruction execution system, apparatus or device.

The medium can be an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or

semiconductor system (or apparatus or device) or a propagation medium. Examples of a

computer-readable medium include a semiconductor or solid state memory, magnetic tape, a

removable computer diskette, a random access memory (RAM), a read only memory

(ROM), a rigid magnetic disk and an optical disk. Current examples of optical disks include

compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM), compact disk read/write (CD-R/W), and DVD.

Improvements and modifications can be made to the foregoing without departing from the

scope of the present invention.



CLAIMS

1. A system for synchronization of data between systems, comprising:

a first data system (501) being modelled as a collection of REST resources (103A);

a second data system (502) being modelled as a collection of REST resources

(103B);

an event propagation framework (101, 530) for integration of data between the first

and second data systems (501, 502) for events about data changes in the data systems,

including:

an adaptation layer in the form of an HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) facade to

represent REST resources, wherein the adaptation layer includes components (101)

representing:

a provider of access to data resources in a data system; and

an initiator of events about data changes in a data system.

2 . The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first and second data systems (501,

502) modelled as collections of REST resources (103A, 103B) include an identifying part of

a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) for each resource which is a key of a data system's

record.

3 . The system as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2, wherein if the data system is a master

repository in an integration relationship, then the key is a primary key, and if the data system

is a slave, the key is a foreign key.

4 . The system as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the adaptation layer is

created for the particular data schema of the data systems.

5 . The system as claimed in claim 4, wherein the adaptation layer is in the form of a

REST (Representational State Transfer) resource created by POSTing the schema to describe

the data it is to represent.



6 . The system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the adaptation

layer is created by exposing metadata about the data systems as REST resources, and

exposing the REST resources through a base metadata layer.

7 . The system as claimed in claim 6, wherein the adaptation layer includes a field in the

schema used as the key identifier for a resource.

8. The system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein an adaptation

layer component (101) representing a provider of access to data resources in a data system

includes:

a HTTP listener that receives operation command requests for particular URLs; and

an action component for performing the appropriate actions on the data system in the

native protocol to create, read, update, or delete data objects.

9 . The system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein an adaptation

layer component (101) representing an initiator of events about data changes in a data

system includes:

an event emitter for emitting events that correspond to changes in data in an owning

data system using HTTP REST semantics.

10. The system as claimed in claim 9, wherein an initiating data system is a master in the

relationship, the event emitter emits an event from a known URL including the data record's

primary key.

11. The system as claimed in claim 9, wherein an initiating data system is a slave in the

relationship, the event emitter emits an event and back propagation of the resultant record in

the HTTP response is carried out to update the record on the slave with the foreign key.

12. The system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims including;

a hooking component for hooking the provider and initiator components of the

adaptation layer together, including target destinations for initiator HTTP requests.



13. The system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein if the data

schemas of the data systems are different, including:

an intermediary mapping component (580) in the adaptation layer for mapping

between the different data schemas.

14. The system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, including multiple

destinations on an initiator for multicasting of events.

15. The system of claim 13, including multiple destinations on the intermediary mapping

component (580) for multicasting of events.

16. The system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first and

second data systems are hybrid distributed computing systems to be integrated.

17. A method for synchronization of data between systems in which a first data system

being modelled as a collection of REST resources and a second data system being modelled

as a collection of REST resources; the method comprising:

providing an event propagation framework for integration of data between the first

and second data systems for events about data changes in the data systems, including:

providing an adaptation layer in the form of an HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol)

facade to represent REST resources, wherein the adaptation layer represents:

a provider of access to data resources in a data system; and

an initiator of events about data changes in a data system.

18. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the

internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software code portions, when said

program is run on a computer, for performing the method of claim 17.
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